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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to furnilsh a 
source of material for unit teaching of the ga~e of 
I 
Handball in Physical Education classes of the s!eventh, 
eighth and ninth grades. If used as a winter un~it, the 
I 
best results will be achieved indoors in the type of 
gymnasium divided by movable wooden partitions, and in 
classes numbering around thirty-five boys. If dsed as 
I 
an outdoor unit, it may be taught either in the Fall 
or Spring wherever court accommodations are available. 
I 
Many of the basic skills involved may[ be 
taught mimeti,cally in mass drills. Equipment ma¥ be 
inexpensively provided; three dozen tennis ball~ of 
the cheaper variety will be sufficient for evenl the more 
h i ghly populated classes. The game presents excellent 
! 
intramural possibilities and may be used co-education-
' 
ally with minor rule revisions. It is of great value 
as a conditioning and training activity; many of its 
I basic movements have a usable counterpart in other 
team games. 
Unfortunately, literature pertaining ~o the 
sport is scarce to the point that extensive research 
is impossible, except for certain phases which deal with 
yearly records of championships. 
N ot e: A trai ning f ilm on handball i s available lt the 
Boston Uni versity Library in connection with thi ~ uni t 
II 
I 
I 
I· 
I 
p ublishers advise that there is no literature available* 
for use on the secondary school level; most material is 
of a highly technical nature and is of value only to 
very experienced players. The country's six largest train-
ing film sources report a similar lack of material . This 
paper therefor will be accompanied by a training film 
wb ieh Will correspond in the sequence of its delivery with 
the numerical sequence of the items in the section of the 
Source Unit entitled "CORE ACTIVITIES". 
Structurally, the paper will follow as closely 
as possible the general principles, methods and procedures 
1/ 
set forth by Dr. Roy 0. Billett of Boston University.-
In this regard it is assumed that the teacher contemplating 
use of this material source will be familiar with the unit 
method of teaching as indicated above. 
*Four of the best known references on Handball are included 
in the list on Page 12. 
1. Roy o. Billett, Fundamentals of secondary School 
Teaching, Houghton, Mifflin Company, 
Boston, 1940 • 
• 
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CHAPTER II 
UNIT ORGANIZATION OF HAl~BALL 
Statement of the Unit 
Handball has long been an activity associated 
for the most part with performance on an adult level. It 
is almost non-existent in programs of the secondary pub-
lic school in spite of the fact that it is basically 
fitted for the course of study in Physical Education for 
II 
I 
I 
I 
I 
~ I 
I 
boys, as it is a game reQuiring speed, kinesthetic skill 
and endurance. When played as doubles or rotation, it 
1
, 
involves the major principles and techniques of teamwork. 1! 
1
11 In organizing physical education classes for 
instruction in handball, the usual methods are readily 11 
adaptable, namely; Mass Drills (mimetic and mechanical), 
Squad Drills, and Individual Repetitive Drills. For the 
seventh, eighth and ninth grades, work is largely con-
fined to the development of basic skills, with some em-
phasis placed on the game situation in the ninth grade. 
As in all unit teaching, due allowance must 
be made for the pupil who progresses rapidly beyond his 
contemporaries. Some seventh grade boys will grasp the 
game significance quickly enough to warrant participation 1 
in the intramural program, although normally this sit-
uation will be an achievement of the ninth grade. 
Unit Breakdown (Rules) 
Planning the unit calls for the consideration 
of four basic factors; 1. The Court, 2. The Service, 
3. In Play and 4. Scoring. 
1. The Court 
The school court consists of a vertical front 
wall of unbroken surface, (usually the partition sep-
arating the girls' and boys' gymnasiums), adjoining a 
floor area extending at least twenty-five feet away from 
the wall, and suitable for marking with boundaries and 
I 4 
I 
I 
II 
,I 
restrictive lines. If the distance of floor area is forty ii 
feet or more it will be best suited for the type of game 
called "single wall handball". If the distance between 
I 
I. 
the front and back walls is between twenty-five and forty I 
feet, a two wall game may be devised wherein balls re-
bounding against the back wall may be considered "in 
play". The height of the vertical wall surfaces may vary 
to fit local rules, but t welve feet indicates a minimum 
height for suitable play. In regard to maintaining the 
court, the boundary lines will not interfere with the 
lines permanently set for basketball; the use of tennis 
balls eliminates the usual dark ball marks, minimizes 
the need for gloves, and provides a durable and inex-
I· 
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I 
pensive type of game equipment requiring very little 
storage space. 
Structural Layout of the Court 
Side boundaries, (two inch lines), are drawn 
on the floor at right angles to the front wall, extending 
to the rear wall or boundary line. The width of the court 
(di:stance between side boundaries), is determined by the 
'I 
il 
1
1 
space available. Some gyms allow for three courts, twenty 
I feet wide; most gyms allow for t wo courts from t wenty to 
.I 
11 
., 
twenty-five feet in width. The rear boundary is usually 
a wall unless the distance is greater than forty feet, 
in which case the boundary is a two inch line connecting 
the side lines. The court is then divided into one half 
of its length by a line parallel to the front wall, two I 
I 
inches wide, and connecting the two side lines. This line ; 
is known as the "Short Line". The rear boundary, wall or I 
line is the "Long Line". Markings on the front wall may j 
be drawn to restrict certain types of service shots, in 
order that the natural disadvantages of limited court 
space may be minimized. For example; if the court is 
short, a ball that is served very low and fast may clear I 
I 
I the short line but may be impossible to "get" in return. 
If this be the case a line may be drawn on the front wall I 
I ~ which the ball must be played in serving, but which I 
I 
is not a restriction when the ball is "in play" following II 
the serve. Likewise, in order to prolong rally act·ivi ties 1 
during drills, lines may be drawn on the floor or walls 
to restrict hits to desired areas. As a matter of fact, 
restrictive lines may be s o devised as to achieve the 
specific goal sought by the pupil or instructor. 
2. The Service 
Service boxes, three feet square, are drawn at 
the intersections of the short lines and side boundaries, 
in back of the short lines and inside the court, to wh ich 
the server is restricted when putting the ball into play. 
The server must strike the ball with one hand 
on its rebound from the floor after being bounced by the 
server. He is at that time restricted to the "serYice 
box" and must strike the ball in such a manner that it 
will first hit the front wall on the "fly", and in re-
bounding from the wall will land upon the floor in back 
of the short line and in front of the long line, and be-
t ween the side boundaries. The ball may be struck at any 
desired speed and at any height during its bounce from 
!I 
I 
II 
I 
I 
the floor by the server. The server continues to serve ~ 
in this manner un til he is "put out" by failing to keep I 
the ball "in play" in his turn. Both men on a team in 1; 
doubles serve before their side is retired. A ball that 
is served "in court" offers the receiver no option or 
choice of return; it must be returned in play or a point 
is scored. 
I 
II 
In the event that a service fails to bounce 
"in courtn in back of the short line, the service is 
called a "short"; the ball is dead, and the server has 
another service chance. If he hits two consecutive shorts 1 
I 
il 
I 
he is "out". The same principle applies to a ball hit 
long; a ball that fails to bounce in court in front of 
I 
the rear boundary is called a "long" and the ball is dead 
1
; 
and the serve is replayed. Likewise for a ball the fails 
to bounce in court between the two side boundaries; it 
is called "out" and the serve is replayed. Any consecu-
tive pair of shorts, longs, outs, or combination of any 
of the three types, renders the server "out", and his 
opponent then becomes the server. 
There is no limit to the number of points a 
player may score in consecutive serves unless a restric-
tive rule is imposed by the instructor to enhance con-
tinued play. 
3. In Play 
If the ball is served in, the receiver must 
return it in a single hit in flight against the front 
wall before it bounces twice on the floor; and the ball 
thus hit must then return in rebound from the wall so 
that its subsequent bounce on the floor is "in court"; 
thence alternately by opposing players or sides, or 
numerical sequence in rotation, until the server is 
in II 
!I 
"out" IJ 
7 
or until a point is scored when a receiving player fails 
to return a shot. In matches of ordinary significance 
officials do not preside and players call the game them-
selves. 
4. Scoring 
A game (or match) consists of whatever number 
of points is designated by the instructor. Wh en this 
number has been reached by a player or side the game is 
considered "won". 
A point is scored whenever a ball is failed in 
return by a player or side receiving a service. No point 
is scored when a serving pl ayer or side fails to return 
a shot; this situation is simply designated as "side 
out" and the side out loses its serve, and the opponent 
then puts the ball in play by serving. 
If a player accidentally interferes with an 
opponent's return it is called a "hindrance" or "hinder", 
and the point is replayed as a dead ball, "no point, no 
out, same service". In many gymnasiums hinges or other 
accessories of construction protrude on the front or rear 
themselves. This is best done by marking each point on 
the wall blackboard as it is scored. 
8 
'I 
1. Singles 
2. Doubles 
Suggestions For Scoring 
Match play usually consists of twenty-one points 
per game; best two out of three, or three out 
of five. 
For general play, games may be set at eleven 
points; one game to win. Where time is restricte 
a shut-out may be set when the score is seven 
to nothing, 
Match play usually consists of twenty-one points 
per game; best two out of three, or three out 
of five. 
For general play, games may be set at fifteen 
or twenty-one points; one game to win. Vfuere 
time is limited, a shut-out may be set accord-
ingly. 
3. Rotation 
Three man "cut-throat" usually consists of 
elimination when a player makes eleven errors, 
and the remaining two men continue until the 
game is won. When from four to seven men play, 
set the elimination at eight points. When more 
than seven men play, set the elimination at 
five points. 
Sa 
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DELIMITATION 
1. Discuss the history of handball. Indicate 
the extent to which it is played today, by whom it is 
played, and show some of the uses for which it is played 
as a training facility besides a recreational acti~ity. 
2. Present the rules and a clear interpreta-
tion of their significance. 
3. Show how correct body balance is interdepen- 1 
dent. with, and essential for mastery of basic skills. 
4. Basic skills pertain entirely to hitting the 
handball, hitting resolves into two categories: 
a. Offensive hitting 
b. Defensive hitting 
5. Hitting the ball involves three basic swi ngs: 
a. Underhand 
b. Sidearm 
c. Overhead 
6. Accurate judgment of the flight of the ball 
to and from the wall is essential to successful position-
ing and hitting. 
?.. Movement on the court must be spontaneous 
and rapid, and should achieve: 
a. Ivlaneuvering into position to hit the ball 
b. Maneuvering into position relative to the 
movement and position of an opponent 
9 
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c. Maximum efficiency of play with a mini-
mum of fatigue. 
8. The development of basic skills is prepara-
tory for three types of game situation: 
a. Singles 
b. Doubles 
c. Rotation 
INCIDENTAL AND INDIRECT LEARNING PRODUCTS 
1. The ability to correctly estimate the 
physical prowess of an opponent. 
/ 2. An appreciation of the temporary authority 
of an official and a due respect for the 
decisions he is called upon to make in the 
line of his duty. 
3'. A cognizance of the importance of making 
quick and correct decisions. 
4~ The development of individual leadership. 
o. An appreciation of the relationship between 
the spectator and the participant at an 
athletic contest. 
6. A realization that repetitive practice might 
well be applied to aqqairing expertness in 
any learning situation. 
?. An attitude of fair play and sportsmanship. 
10 
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LIST OF MATER IALS NEEDED 
Materials are the same for indoor and outdo~r programs. 
1. Three dozen tennis balls. 
2. Six pairs of cotton working gloves. These are nee-
essary fo r ~dvanced stages of the game. 
3. A black wall board, t wo feet by three feet, for chalk 
scoring. One for each court. 
4. Two official rule books. 
5. Materials for temporary water color lining of the 
gym floor and walls, and sponges for removal • 
6. One referee's whistle. 
LIST OF FILlvlS 
Correspondence with the following producers 
and distributors of training films indicated t hat there 
w.ere no films available at present which could be used 
as visual aid for handball: 
Coronet Productions, Glenview, Illinois. 
Encyclopedia Brittanica Films, Inc., 
20 North Wacker Drive, Chicago, Illinois • 
.:E'ilms, Inc., 330 W42 Street, New York City. 
Official Films, Inc., 
25 W45 Street, New York City 
Scholastic Coach, 220 E42 Street, New York City. 
Teaching Films Custodians, Inc., 
25 W43 Street, New York City. 
11 
l 
I! RE:B'ERE.L'\TCES FOH I NSTHUC TORS ' USE 
1. A.A.U. Rule Book, American Sports Publishing Company 
New York City, 1935. 
2. Na~tional Y.M.C.A. Handball Rules, 23rd Street Y.M.C. A. 
New York City, Current. 
_3. O'Connell, Charles, How J o Play Handball, American 
Sports Publ i shing Company, New York City, 1935 . 
12 
I 4. Phillips ,, Bernath E., Fun~amental Handball, A.S. Barnes 
II 
II 
II 
II 
I! 
and Company, Inc., New York City, 193?. 
5. Riskey, Earl, Handball Advice, Ann Arbor, Michigan, 
Earl Riskey, 1934. 
6 . Van Court, Carroll, Scientific Handball, 220 W46 Street, 
Los Angeles, California,l935 
NOTE: The same set of official rules has been accepted by 
the Y.M.C.A. and the A.A.U. The exception is in the differ-
ence in size of the court, and will ha•e no bearing on 
the usual school situation. 
NOTE: The sources listed above are all written in a fairly 
technical vein and deal with handball from the expert's 
point of view. An attempt has been made in this paper to 
reduce the material to the level where it may be applied 
to the secondary school program. 
o=-=-=-=-============= -------
DIAGRAMS 
],OUR-WALL 
SINGLE WALL 
TvVO W.ALL 
The typical 
High School 
Gym Court 
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THE UNIT ASSIGNMENT 
Tentative time allotment: six weeks, two forty-seven min-
ute periods per week. 
A. Introductory Activities 
Begin with an introductory talk of the history* 
of handball. Discuss the organization of the game, and use 
such portions of the film. as you feel will fit the amount 
of work you wish to accomplish in the initial stages of 
your program. Demonstrate a series of game situations, 
using upperclassmen who will assist with the group as 
demonstrators. Show what is meant by '1Singles", ttDoubles" 
and "Rotation". 
Interpret the rules, and demonstrate their sig-
nif i cance, using your leaders' group for this purpose. 
Break down the class into pre-determined groups; 
assign leaders to each group and designate the type of 
drill formation that will be used. These will fall into the 
following categories: 
1. Mass and Mimetic. 
2. Lines or squads at right angles to the front 
wall. 
Lines or squads parallel to the front wall. 
3. Positions for work on individual skills 
requiring running and change of position. 
*See page 53. 
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1 The Unit Applied To Grade Level 
I In order to meet the restrictions involved in teaching I 
large groups, it is suggested that the unit be divided as 
follows: 
1. Grade seven--items 1 through 20. 
2. Grade eight--items 21 through 41. 
3. Grade nine--items 42 through 5g. 
Progress according to the above plan will be generally 
satisfactory in respect to the time allotted to handball in 
the year's program. As may be expected, some seventh graders 
will move very rapidly through the early, simple skills, as 
will be the case in each grade. On the other hand, some boys 
will find even the simple skills beyond their limited capac-
I 
I! 
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ity to successfully perform them. Certain items therefor, 1
1 starred to indicate a high degree of usefulness in skills are 
development for each grade. These same items are also recom-
mended for use as review drills for each succeeding higher 
grade; the slow eighth grader will work on the items starred 
for seventh grade use, and the slow ninth grader will work 
on items starred for eighth grade use. 
'I 
THE UNIT * 
1. Toss the ball into the air a short distance above your 
head and catch it with one hand. Keep the feet in one po-
sition on the floor, using either hand to toss and catch. 
2. Now toss the ball as high as the ceiling permits, 
catching the ball with the tossing hand without moving the 
feet out of t heir original position. 
3. Toss the ball on the floor so it rebounds waist high, 
catching the ball with the tossing hand. Do this several 
times using either hand to toss and catch. 
4. Now bounce the ball on the floor so it bounces higher 
than your head, catching it with the tossing hand, keep-
ing the feet in position. 
5. In each of the previous exercises, repeat the procedure 
tossing the ball with one hand and ca tching it with the 
oth·er. 
6. Take a throwing position ten feet from the wall and facing 
the wall. Throw the ball at the wall so it bounces once on 
its return to you, and so you can catch it without moving 
the feet from their throwing position. Us e both hands to 
catch; then catch with t he tossing hand; then catch with 
the other hand. Do all these things from a position t wenty 
feet from the wall. 
I 
I 
'I I, 
7. Take a throwing position ten f ee t from t h e wall and facing ' 
the wall. Throw the ball a t the wall so it bounces back far 
*Items of the unit cor r espond with the scenario of the film. 
14 
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enough to ca tch it on the fly, us ing both hands to catch . 
Keep the feet in their original position. Then use th e 
throwing hand to catch; then ca tch with the other hand. 
8. Test your accura cy in throwing and catching under the 
previous conditions by hitting a small chalk marked target. 
Mark the target on the wall yourself. How many times can 
you hit the target in ten tosses. How does your score com-
pare with the boy next to you. 
9. Test your catching ability by counting the number of time 
you can toss and catch the rebound in one minute from t he 
ten foot tossing line. Catch with two hands; then with the 
tossing hand; t hen with the other hand. 
* 10. Bounce the ball waist high and hit it against the wall, 
using a sidearm s wing with the right hand. Your object in 
I· 
i 
I 
II 
I' 
I 
doing this is to hit the ball so it ret urns to you where j 
you can catch it on one bounce without leaving your position I 
Use the three types of catch; both hands, the tossing or 
hitting hand, and the free hand. 
11. At this time, your s wing should simply be a s weeping 
movement of the whole arm and hand assembly, with no at-
tempt to "break" the swing at the wrist. 
12. Vlhen you feel that your arm s wing is sufficiently ac-
curate to consistently hit the ball so it will return to 
your catching position, put a slight wrist snap into your 
swing just as you meet the ball with your hand. Is there 
*See page l3a 
ll 
15 
any similarity between your hitting motion and the motion 
ot' your hand when throwing the ball? Is there any similar-
ity between your foot position when hitting, and your foot 
position when throwing? 
13. As the wrist snap becomes a natural part of your 
swing, you will find that the hand tends to lose some of 
the rigidity with which you first hit the ball. Let the 
hand assume the natural cupping position it seeks, and you 
will be hitting the ball at the base of the fingers where 
they blend into the palm of the hand. 
14. Now bounce the ball hard enough on the floor so it re-
bounds to the height of your head, and far enough in front 
of you so you have to reach forward and slightly sideward 
il 
I 
to catch it. Using this bounce, swing overhand and bit the 
ball, making it rebound from the wall to you on one bounce. 
Notice how similar the swing is to throwing the ball over-
hand. Can you put the wrist snap into this s wing? Vfuat is the 
name of this swing? lj 
15. Drop the ball softly on the floor so it bounces to the 
height of your knee and toward the side of the swing. Then 
swing und erhand using the same motion that you would use to II 
pitch a softball, making the ball rebound from the wall so 
you can catch it on one bounce. Vfuat is the name of this 
swing? 
16. When you have developed the sidearm swing so that you 
I) 
§re hitting the ball back to yourself accurately, try to 
hit the ball on its bounce from the wall in successive hits; 11 
two, three, or as many as you can without moving appreciably [ 
from your original position. j 
I 
17. To get the feel of hitting the ball accurately, stop ! 
each time that you have to move your feet to meet the next 
bounce. Go back to throwing the ball at the wall in order 
to get the correct bounce, and gradually work into hitting 
successive bounces until you again have to move. Why should 
you be so careful in this respect? 
* 18. Now move up close to the wall, (about five feet a way) 
and try to keep the ball nin play'' by hitting it success-
ively "on the fly". Do not allow the ball to bounce on the 
floor a t all. What type of s wing do you conclude to be best 
for this type of "rally"? What is meant by "rall}r''? 
19. Up to the present time, all of your hitting has been 
with your throwing hand. After bouncing and catching the 
ball with your nweak" hand several times, bounce the bal l 
and use a sidearm s wing with your weak hand to hit the ball 
against the wa.ll so it rebounds back to you. 
20. Using the s ~me succession of steps that you applied to 
developing your strong side swings, practice with your weak 
hand so tha t you are moderately capable of duplicating 
strong side swings on your weak side. This balance of s kill 
is essential if you wish to play successful competitive 
1? 
1 18 
handball later on. It will be necessary to hit at least 
defensively against shots which come off the wall on your 
weak side. 
21. Work on all the different t yp es of swings from the 
stationary position, with the emphasis placed on accurate 
hitting. It ill now become apparent that the position 
of the feet enters strongly i nto the picture as you get 
ready to move around. 
22. Considering the similar ity between the position of your 1 
feet when hitting t he ball and when throwing the ball, the II 
following factors should appear to make sense: II 
a. When throwing and hitting with the righ t hand, the 
left foot is always nearest the wall and sligh tly toward " 
II 
the left side. 
b. ·~hen throwing and hitting with the right hand, the 
we i gh t shifts from the right foot to the left foot as 
the arm swing is made. 
c. As a moving ball bounds toward you, you first shift 
the we ight onto the back foot as a sort of wind-up as 
your arm bes ins its backswing. Why does your arm need 
a backswing? Why not hit the ball from any position 
your hand happens to be in when the ball bounds toward 
you? 
d. No matter where the ball bounces on its flight from 
the wall, the fundamental position of the feet should 
II 
be achieved, namely, as you have learned in hitting cor-
rectly, with the body turned toward the hitting side, and 
the opposite foot toward the wall. Do you believe that this 
principle applies in all ~ypes of swings; the overhand, the 
sidearm and the underhand? 
23. There are very few times in a well-played game of hand-
ball that the stationary hitting situation will prevail. 
Why do you believe this to be the case? 
24. You will need more room to practice hitting the ball 
"on the move", so you must first make sure that your class-
mates are out of your way. Try never to cross into the 
court area where someone else is working. 
25. Make your first move by throwing the ball at the wall 
so it rebounds a short distance toward the side of your 
hitting hand. Then move into the path of the rebounding 
ball so you can catch it on one bounce. Keep the angle of 
the bounce within your catching ability. 
26. Test your ability to judge the angle of bounce as fol-
lows: take a position about fifteen feet from the wall, 
II with a chalk mark on the wall to your right as your target. 
jl 
1 If you hit the wall at that spot by throwing, can you draw 
a line on the floor from the wall to show the path that the 
ball will take in its rebound? What is the significance of 
the speed with which you throw t he ball at the wall? 
2?. Before you try to throw the ball toward your weak side, 
I 
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make sure that you understand the problem presented by the 
angle at which the ball hits the wall. You will find that 
by watching the ball, a great deal of difficulty will be 
1
1 
avoided. Anticipate where the ball is going to land; your 
correct guess will put you in the proper place to catch or 
II 
'I 
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jl 
hit the rebound. 
28. After having studied the diagrams showing the correct 
position of the feet when hitting the ball with various 
t ypes of swings, you will see that it is necessary to ad-
just your movements toward the ball so that the feet t a ke 
t h eir proper position, and the arm is cocked back for the 
s wing at exactly the proper place, and at the exact moment 
that the ball must be hit. Not only is it suf f icient to 
hit the ball, but it must be hit with speed and accuracy 
to a ch ieve the result you desire. What is the result that 
you desire? 
*29. Now throw the ball at an angle to th e wall and move into 
the ball's rebound path and try to hit it back at the wall 
so you can catch it on one bounce. Then try to hit the ball 
back at a target on the wall under the same conditions. 
' 
*30. Repeat the throw at an angle to your weak side, first 
t o catch, then to hit. 
3[ . Alternate your hits successively from the strong side 
t~ . the weak side, controllin~ your strong side hits to fit 
your ability to hit on the weak side. 
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32. Practice on weak side hits until you are able to "get" 
a moderately fast bounding ball with consistency. 
33. Most of your moving hits have been made with the side-
arm swing while the ball was wais t high. It is now neces-
sary to develop strong and weak side hits using the under-
hand trap-shot and the overhand swing as well. Use the toss 
and hit methods to develop these techniques. How do you com-
pare with some of the boys who are working near you? Are 
you concentrating on the type of shot which is giving you 
the most trouble? 
34. In order to help you realize the importance of co r rect 
positioning, can you draw diagrams of the steps you must 
take ·to achieve proper positions for certain angle bounces 
J from a set position in the center of the court? 
I 
I 
1 * 35. Place yourself in a position on the floor in which you 
I 
I 
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are restricted to a box four feet square and five feet from 
the wall. Start the ball with a toss at the wall and count 
the number of successive hits you can make without letting 
the ball bounce on the floor, and wi t hout leaving the bo~. 
Repeat moving the box out to ten feet from the wall. Test 
both hands in this technique. 
36. Pair off with a partner and practice serving to him, 
using ten h its of the following types: waist high sidearm, 
s houlder h i gh overhand, and low bounce underhand. Alternate 
with him in this activity, each receiver trying to return 
" 
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the service hit so the server catches it while standing in 
the service box. 
37. As you work on the various types of shots, strive to 
bring your hits on the f r ont wall as close to the floor as 
possible. A shot within, a few inches of the floor is called 
a "kill". It rebounds very low and sometimes actually rolls 
back along the floor with no height to its bounce at all. 
38. Using a line on the wall six feet high and parallel to 
the floor; and the short line, as restricting lines, rally 
with your partner using the following rules: the ball must 
hit the wall above the six foot line, and must bounce be-
hind the short line to be in play. 
3~. Use the s ame rules and choose two partners, so each hits 
in h is turn following the other two. In other words, the 
hits rotate- through three men. Could you set up a game for 
twelve men under these conditions? What scoring procedures 
would you follow? How could you deter mine a winner? 
40. Now bboose a partner and, using the six foot line on 
the wall and t he short line, rally with your partner limit-
ing t he hi ts below the wall line and in front of the short 
line. What do you observe concerning the speed of play, com-
paring the two rallies? Continue to practice t h e types of 
rallies you have been working on until a moderate degree 
of proficiency has been achieved. Base your practice on the 
three fundamental skills of correct position, proper arm 
swing, and accurate placement of your hits. 
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41. The most difficult rally is that of keeping the ball 
alternately in flight between two opponents. This rally is 
best used when hitting above the six foot wall line and in 
back of the short line. Choose a partner with whom you can 
work on this rally satisfactorily. Not ice the need for con-
tinuous correct position, both for moving forward and side-
ward. What would you say is the best type of swing for this 
activity? 
1
1 
*42. In a gym where the back wall is suitably distant for in-
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eluding it "in play", start your initial work again by first 
tossing the ball yourself against the front wall , letting it 
bounce past you against the back wall and catching it in 
flight as it rebounds forward on your strong side. Make your 
toss in such fashion that you will have to move only forward 
or backward, not sideward, in order to complete the catch. 
43. The most important principle to follow in "playing the 
wall" is to refrain from getting too close to the wall as 
the ball bounds past you in its backward flight. If you move 
backward too far, the ball is apt to rebound past you before 
you can control your movement to catch it. Therefor you will 
have even greater difficulty when it comes time to hit it. 
44. The next principle to follow is that of timing your 
shift from the back foot to the front foot on your s wing, to 
correspond with the speed of flight of the ball on its way 
forward. Thus, when you are catching the ball, try to make 
------ - --- -
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the shift as t hough you were actually going to hit the ball. 
45. The next principle to follow is that of keeping far 
enough from the path of flight of the ball to allow proper 
reach of the arm in making the swing. There will be a great 
tendency to "crowd the ball", which is the case if you move 
too far into the path of rebound; the result being a cramped 
and poorly controlled swing. Therefor, when making your 
catches, position yourself as closely as possible to your 
estimated position for swinging. 
46. Change from the two hand catch of the wall rebound to the 
one hand catch on your strong side, and gradually transfer 
the catching movement into a swing. What is the path of your 
shot if you reach for the ball too soon? Too late? What do 
you think of the rule which says "never completely face the 
back wall when playing a backwall shot" ? 
i! 
I 
4?. Many times the ball may bound fairly high against the back l 
wall, thus reducing the distance that it will rebound forward. 
At the same time it will be moving rapidly downward as well 
as forward. In this case it will be necessary to position 
yourself close to the wall, prepared to swing the arm very 
quickly, with very little time to shift the weight onto the 
forward foot. Work out your method of practicing the skill 
necessary to perfect this type of shot. 
48. A fairly good practice situation for working on shots 
off the wall is to have a partner throw the ball each time 
24 
in a designated way: 
a. Moderately fast to your strong side--then your weak 
side. 
b. Very fast to your strong side--then your weak side. 
c. High and looping to each side. 
49. As you practice shots off the back wall, try to bring 
your hits as close to the floor on the front wall as pos-
sible. 
50. Choose an opponent and play a game of seven-point 
singles, using only the front wall. The serve must hit the 
f ront wall above the six foot line to be in play. Allow each 
man to score only two points at a time on his service, but 
an "out" on any service shall put his opponent up. 
51. Choose an opponent and play the same game eliminating 
the hit above the six foot line on the service. 
52. Choose an opponent and play the same game with no restric-
tions on the number of points per service. 
53. Choose side for doubles and play a series of games using 
the restrictions set up in items 50, 51 and 52, but make the 
games of eleven points duration. 
o4. Choose six players for a game of four-point ''rotation". 
Remember that an error or ttout" is a point against the player 
· I committing it. Four points therefor eliminates you, and the 
I 
winner is the last man remaining. Use the same restrictions 
as set up in items 50, 51 and 52. 
55. Follow the conditions set up in items 50, 51, 52 and 53, 
putting the back wall into play. 
56. During a game situation you constantly strive to get 
into a proper set position after each hit. In singles this 
position is in the general "center of the court". In doubles 
it is in the "center of your side of the court". In rotation 
you strive to get "off the court" as quickly as possible 
11 · a f ter your shot in order not to hinder the play which follows. 
5?. If at any time you unintentionally interfere with an 
opponeRt's play, either by blocking his move, or his sight, 
or the ball itself, declare an automatice dead ball. A referee 
would so declare it; become used to calling plays properly 
and fairly yourself. 
58. If it is a case of judgment calling for a decision that 
is debatable by either opponent, call the ball dead. This 
means "no point--same service". 
59. I~ is sometimes to your advantage to fool your opponents 
by various deceptive <~ means. You may fake a poor "set" posi-
tion t o caus e h im to hit the ball into an open area; you may 
turn your head toward one point on the wall and hit to 
another; you may s wing your arm to indicate a certain type 
of hit, and at the last split second change the s wing in a 
different direction. The line between deception and inter-
ference how ever, is usually clearly recognizable. You must 
recognize the difference and play accordingly. 
ll 
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For Individual Study and Investigation. 
1. Make a drawing of a single-wall handball court floor 
plan. Scale your drawing so that one-half inch equals 
one foot. Include the service zone and the service boxes. 
1:5 (Rule II). *Note 
2. What practice situation do you think . is the most 1m-
portant in the following? Vfuat next? Vfuy? 
a. Kill shots b. Wall shots c. Volleys 
d. Weak side e. Trap s hots 2:194 
3. List the three phases of handball which you think 
constitute the bases for successful competition. 3:119-20 
4. Lay out a sketch of a four wall court. Use instruments 
from the Mechanical Drawing Depar tment. Scale your 
sketch one half inch equals one foot. 2:191 
5. Take a partner to the Y.M.C.A. nearest your home and 
secure per mission to play a game on the single wall court. 
Report your experience to your gym class. 
6. With three other boys, visit the sam~ Y.M.C.A. and se-
I', cure permission to play a game of four-wall doubles. Re-
port to your gym class. 
*References ar e ood.ed to correspond numerically with the 
numbers in the list of Pupils' References. Numbers after 
t he colon indicates the page number 
2'1 
?. Prepare a list of "General Hints" on handball and post 
it on the Physical Education bulletin board. 3:26-2? 
8. Consult a source of pictures showing the various stances, 
swings a nd positions used in handball and compare your own 
resemblance to them. 3:Random 
g. Choose the names of ten players in your gym class and 
classify them according to ability as a player, knowledge 
of the game, and ability as an official. 2:196. 
10. Select the weakest player in your gym class and ask to 
help him develop his game. Write up your experience in 
relation to how you ~hink he improved. 
11 • .Ask your instructor whether he would consider you for 
use as a group leader in the handball program. Does his 
opinion coincide with your own? Does his opinion depend 
entirely on your ability as a player? 
12. Try to get your dad to help you organiie a Father and 
Son Tournament in doubles • .A con~ittee of three boys would 
be helpful in the promotion of the activity to contact 
school authorities, set up the round robin, and arrange 
for t he use of the courts. 
The above t welve items a re issued to each pupil in 
mimeographed form. Some of the items require direction 
from the instructor; they may be handled as a classroom 
activity to allow blackboard work and writing opportunity, 
or they may be based entirely on time outside of school. 
A good deal of discussion time is advisable in order to 
allow for a proper sharing of experiences as a result of 
some of the activity participation. One way of accomplish-
ing this i s to divide the class on such days as are used 
for small squad participation in the gym. Where a ssistance 
is available, one group will be in the gym and the other 
in a cla ssroom. Motivation may be enhanced by allowing 
only those boys in the top ten per cent in skills tests 
to avail themselves of the opportunities presented in items 
5, 6 and 10. 
Items may be inde~ed according to grade level as follows: 
Grade seven--1, 3, 7 and 8. 
Grade eight--2, 3, 4, 7, 8 and 10 
Grade nine--4, 5, 6, s, 9, 11 and 12. 
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OPTIONAL RELA'l'ED ACTIVITIES 
1. Visit the Y.M.C.A. nearest your home and secure permis-
sion to look at the handball courts and if possible, to 
watch some games. Report back to your class what you have 
seen. 
2. Discuss the rules with some of your classmates. Note 
those which are of questionable interpretation and try to 
reason them out without securing adult advice. 
3. As a project in one of your art classes, prepare a set 
of posters advertising the intramural games which are to 
be played in your school. Secure permission to put them 
up on regular school bulletin boards. 
4. You have no doubt read of some thrilling athletic sit-
uations. Look through some sports stories in the school 
and public libraries, and try to find a story which deals 
with handball. 
5. Make a list of some of the sports you have seen wh ich 
put to use some of the fundamental techniques of footwork 
in handball. Point out where they are similar. 
6. Secure permission to officiate at one of the after-
school handball matches, either as linesman or referee. 
Be sure you know the rules. 
?. Trite a short essay on why you think handball is a good 
game to get you in condition for some other sports. Let 
I 
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one of the football players in school read it. What does he 
have to say about your story? A basketball player? The 
hockey goalie? 
8. Get together with two other boys and try to prepare an 
elimination tournament for the boys in your gym class. 
Could you explain what is meant by "seeding"? Could you 
properly place the "byes" in the tournament? 
9. Take a list of ten names and prepare a "ladder" tourna-
ment. Be prepared to explain how players move up or down 
the ladder. 
10. In your opinion, what three basic skills do you con-
sider most essential for playing successful handball? How 
does your opinion compare with some other boys in your 
class? With your instructor? 
11. Get together five boys and set up a rotation tourna-
ment by arranging the names in different order for each of 
five games. Do you expect the same boy to win each time? 
12. Watch a doubles game and note the posi t ions taken by 
players on the service; on "kill" shots; on back wall shots. 
Make a list of what you think are the poorest player's 
weak points • 
. I 13. Analyze a game of singles by charting the number of 
times a player loses a point, or is out, because of h is 
own error of hitting. Chart in the same way the number of 
times a player scores by "killing" the ball, or by "~§as-
ing" his opponent. What conclusions do you draw from your 
analyses? 
14. Look up the records of National Champions in handball 
for the past few years. Does any one of them live in your 
area where it might be possible to watch him play? Where 
is the next National Championship to be held? Can you find 
out from your loca l newspaper? 
1~. Play a twenty-one point game in which you oppose two 
players instead of one. You get only one service to their 
two, but you must score the full amount of points to win. 
Do you know any boys in your class who could beat you and 
another boy in this fashion? What possible good could you 
derive out of playing a one-sided game such as this? 
16. Look up th e methods used in the National Tennis Rule-
book to see how tournament s are set up and "pa ired". Try 
to se t up the t!f rame " for a tournament, pa iring all the 
way to the finals, in wh ich thirty-seven players will 
participate. 
I .tems may be indexed according to grade level as follows: 
Grade seven--1,3,4,?,10 and 14. 
Grade eight--1,2,5,7,10,11 and 13. 
Grade nine--2,3,5,6,8,9,11,12,15 and 16. 
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References for Pupils' Use 
1. Official Handball Rules, National Y.M.C.A. Champion 
Manufacturing Company, Des M.oines, Iowa, 1952. 
2. Elmer D. Mitchell, Sports For Recreation, A.S.Barnes 
and Company, New York, 1936. 
3. Bernath E. Phillips, Fundamental Handball, A.S.Barnes 
and Company, New York, 1937. 
Code For Diagrams 
1. Circles Indicate position of feet. 
2. Red arrowed lines through circles indicate direction 
in which feet are pointing. 
3. Black arrowed lines indicate direction of steps. 
4. Numbers indicate numerical sequence of foot positions. 
5. Solid black circles indicate position of ball. 
6. Red arrowed lines pointing at ball indica te direction 
of arm swing, 
7. Letters R and L indicate "right" and "left". 
The use of diagrams provides a basis for blackboard 
work in the classroom. Fundamentals of correct foot-
work may be taught in this way to large groups, later 
to be followed by individual instruction in the gym 
to fit specific situations. Diagrams also make good 
test material and can be easily marked out on the gym 
floor. 
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DIAGRAM 1 
Fundamental Striking Positions 
Sidearm Swing 
Ball Waist -High 
Underhand Swing 
Ball Knee High 
Overhead Swing 
Ball Slightly Above 
Shoulder Height 
====~=------=~~ 
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DI AGR.ANI 2. 
To slide sidewards to t h e right into striking position, 
the first move is made sideways with the right foot, fol-
lowed quickly by the left foot into positions 1 and 2. The 
st eps are rhythmic in two counts f or each pair of steps: 
1-2, 3-4, 5-strike. 
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DIAGRAM 3. 
v ) 
To move to s t rong side 
and forward 
To move to strong side 
and backward 
1 
D I AGRAl\'1 4 • 
To move to the weak side "around" the 
ball for strong side hit 
3'7 
)) 
Dlli.GRAM 5~ 
ove to striking position for 
wall shot off strong side 
.ABCD denotes f light of ball. 'Jlhe distance CD depends 
upon the spped of the ball in flight from ~ to Q;. The moves 
~· "'~:· · 
from 1 to 5 are made to meet the ball in flight off the back 
' wall during CD to bllo a free swing in time Yith the ball's 
flight during CD . 
--=-===-=-~=iri~~~ 
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NOMENCLATURE 
The following terms -are to be used by the in-
structor in designating court areas, play situations and 
types of shots, and are similar to the type of jargon 
that is peculiar to most court games. These terms are 
used in the official rules published by the National 
Y. M.C.A. 
ACE: A service which completely eludes the receiver. 
BACK COURT: The area in back of the short line. 
DEAD BALL: The automatic cessation of play; usually the 
result of a situation that calls for a re-
play---"No point, no out, same score". 
FRONT COURT: The area in front of the short line. 
TRAP SHOT: Sometimes ~alled HALF VOLLEY. A pick-up shot 
which is made by hitting the ball simul-
taneously with its bounce on the floor. 
KILL: A ball hit against the front wall so close to the 
floor that it does not bounce but rolls along the 
floor and is therefor impossible to return. 
LOB: A shot in which the ball bounds slowl y off' t he 
front wall into a high overhead arc. It is usually 
a defensive maneuver. 
PUNCH BALL: A ball hit with the flat surface of a 
closed fist. 
RALLY: The play which follows a service and continues 
II 40 
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to be successively hit until it is "out", "dead" 
or a point ~s scored. 
SERVICE: The act of putting the ball into play. 
SERVICE BOX: The area to which the server is restricted 
when putting the ball into play. 
SHORT LINE: The line across the court, parallel to the 
front wall and midway between the front wall 
and the rear boundary. 
SHUTOUT: A game in which one of the players or sides 
fails to score a point. 
SI DE OUT: The end of a rally wherein the serving player 
or side fails to keep the ball in play. 
VOLLEY: The act of playing the ball during its flight 
from the front wall before it bounces on the floor 
or against the rear wall. 
WALL SHOT: Playing the ball after it has bounced off 
the rear or side wall. 
41. 
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Completion Test--Seventh Grade 
1. fllien the score is tied at ten-all in an eleven point 
game, ___________ successive points are necessary 
to win. 
2. If a team fails to score a point, the game is won 
by a 
--------· 
3. A complete miss of the ball when serving, is 
---· 
4. A serve that completely eludes the receiver is 
called an _____ • 
5. is called when the flight of the ball 
is blocked by the hitting side. 
6. A point can only be scored by the --------- side. 
7. A------- shot is made by hitting the ball just as 
it bounces on the floor. 
8. The server must stand in the 
--------
------- when 
serving. 
9. The ball is bounced ______ when serving. 
10. A ball that bounces beyond the back court boundary 
on the serve is called a 
------· 
11. A---- is a shot made while the ball is in flight. 
12. When the partner of the server is hit by the served 
ball, the server is • 
13. A ball that bounces on any line of the court is • 
14. Proper position of the feet is necessary for 
hitting. 
42 
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15. A----- shot hits the wall so low that the ball 
does not bounce, but rolls along the floor. 
16. ~~en a swing is made at the ball below the waist, it 
is an 
--------
swing. 
17. The ball bounces higher than the height of the shoulder ! 
in an -------- swing. 
18. Jhen hitting the ball, it is wise to keep your 
---
on the ball. 
19. You should try to hit the ball to your opponent's 
side. 
20. An intentional attempt to block off your opponent 
is a violation of ______ _ 
Completion Test Key 
1. Two 8. Service box 15. Kill 
2. Shutout 9. Once 16. Underhand 
3. Out 10. Long 17. Overhand 
4. Ace 11. Volley 18. Ball 
5. Interference 12. Out 19. Weak 
6. Serving 13. In 20. Fair play 
7. Trap 14. Accurate 
43 
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True-False Test--Eighth Grade 
T F .l. When the score is twenty-all, the next point decides 
the winner. 
T F 2. A shutout means that the game ends when the score 
reaches nine to nothing. 
T F 3. The ball must be played using one .hand only. 
T F 4. A short is a complete miss of the ball when serving. 
T F 5. The service must be played by using an underhand 
swing. 
T lT 6. The short line is parallel to the front wall . 
T F ?. A point can only be scored by the serving side. 
T F 8. An ace is a point scored when the shot is a kill. 
T F' 9. Interference is called when the flight of the ball 
is blocked by the hitting side. 
T F 10. A ball served against the front wall which hits 
the rear wall before it ba.unces, is a long. 
T F 11. A wall short is a ball hit below the six foot line 
on the front wall. 
T F 12. A trap shot is executed at the top of the bounce. 
T F 13. The ball must be hit alternately by the men on 
a side in a doubles game. 
T F 14. The server must remain behind the short line 
when serving. 
T F 15. Only one bounce may be used when serving. 
T F 16. Serves hit consecutively short and long give a 
l 
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point to the receiving side. 
T F 17. A ball hit in flight is called a volley. 
T F 18. A ball that is hit short may be played at the 
option of the receiver. 
T F 19. /hen the partner of the server is hit by the served II 
ball, the server is out. I 
T F 20. W~en a player is hit by the ball he just played, 
it is called a hinder. 
Key, True-False Test 
1. F 6. T 11. T 16. F 
2. F 7. T 12. F 17. T 
3. T 8. F 13. F 18. :E' 
4, F 9. T 14. T 19. T 
5. F 10. T 15. T 20. F 
True-False Test, Ninth Grade 
T F 1. The most important skill to develop in handball 
is properly positioning the feet. 
T F 2. It is easier to hit the ball facing one side of the 
body to the front wall. 
T F 3. If possible, try to hit the ball on the up-curve 
after it bounces. 
T F 4. Cupping the hand while hitting the ball makes the 
shot more accurate. 
T F 5. The body shift sho~d be from the front foot to the 
rear foot on the s wing. 
T F 6. The eyes should watch the spot on the wall that 
the shot is intended for. 
T F 7. On playing a shot off the rear wall, the ball should I 
be hit backwards over the head. 
T F 8. On a right hand swing, kkep the left foot closer 
to the wall than the right foot. 
T F 9. It is better to drop the ball on the floor when 
serving, than it is to throw it against the floor. 
T F 10. If the left hand is the weaker of the two, set 
your position to the left side of the court. 
T F 11. You let your opponent know where you are going to 
hit the ball by the position of your feet when 
swinging. 
T F 12. The service bounce is best played at shoulder 
height. 
- --~ - - - ------- --- - --- ---
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T :F 13 . The best players use a push s wing for their 
volley shots. 
T F 14. The time to concer ... trate on kill shots is when 
you are well behind in the score. 
T F 15. A ball that i s undercut spins a way from the front 
wall. 
T F 16. It is wise to step in front of t he ball you just 
hit, in order to prevent your opponent from get-
ting a clear s hot in r eturn. 
T F 17. Point your toes at right angles to the line of 
your swing. 
T J!' 18 . A slow placement shot is usually more ef fective 
than a hard hit, f a st ball. 
T F 19. Try .to po s ition yourself to t h e center of the 
1. T 
2. T 
3. F 
4. F 
5. F 
court while an opponent is t a king his s wing in 
a singles game. 
6. F 
7. F 
8. T 
9. F 
10. T 
Key--True~False Test 
11. T 
12 •. F 
13. ] ' 
14. F 
15. T 
16. F 
1?.F 
18. T 
19. T 
20. T 
4? 
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Diagram Test--All Grades 
Line AB is the direction of the flight of a ball toward 
the wall. Check the line which you think the ball will 
make in its rebound from the wall. 
Line AB is the direction that the ball will take when hit 
I toward the wall. Check the position of the feet that you 
i 
i1 think is correct if the s wing is of the side-arm type. 
I 
The lines below show the path of a bouncing ball. Place a 
' 
small circular dot on each line at the point where you 
would hit the ball back at the wall. 
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SKILLS TESTS 
Seventh Grade 
1. Time Tests: Score in one minute. 
a. Score the number of times the ball can be tossed 
and caught with one hand, (either hand), the ball 
to be tossed underhand, with each toss being made 
higher than the tosser's head. 
b. Score the number of times that the ball can be bounced 
on the floor and caught with one hand. The legs re-
main straight, the body may not bend from the hips, 
and the ball must not be batted with the hand, but 
actually caught and tossed. 
c. Score the number of times that the ball can be tossed 
against the wall and caught on one bounce with the 
tossing hand. The tosser must remain behind a line on 
the floor ten feet from the wall. 
2. Accuracy Test: Target Toss. 
a. Score out of ten tries. Mark a circle on the wall 
two feet in diameter with the center of the circle 
four feet from the floor. Serve ten balls from the 
service box: score hits in the circle. 
Continue these tests through the eighth and ninth grades 
for records of improvement 
I' 
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SKILLS TESTS 
Eighth Grade 
1. Time Tests: Score in one minute. 
a. Score the number of times t ha t the ball can be h it 
into the air using the open hand, (strong side}, 
with no limit to the height of hit. 
b. Score the number of times that the ball can be hit 
against the w~l after one bounce for each bit. 
Errors requiring the ball to be caught will stop the 
scoring until the ball is again hit. Player will re-
main behind a line ten feet from the wall. 
2. Accuracy Tests: Score out of ten tries. 
a. Mark a circle two feet in diameter on the wall with 
the center of the circle four feet from the floor. 
Stand ten feet from the wall and toss the ball at 
the wall so it reaches you on one bounce. Then try to 
hit the ball at the wall circle, scoring all hits 
in the circle. 
b. Use the same target. Stand ten feet from the wall 
and bounce the ball on the floor and hit to the wall 
with the weak hand. Score all hits in the circle. 
Continue these tests t hrough the n inth grade to record 
i mprovement. 
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SKILLS TES11S 
Ninth Grade 
1. Time Test: Score in one minute. 
a, Stand behind a line t en feet from the wall. Start with 
a toss to the strong side and hit after one bounce, 
alternating strong and weak side hits to the wall. 
Errors re quiring the ball to be caught and re-started 
will stop scoring. Count number of times ball hits 
the wall. 
2. Test consecutive hits in flight. 
a. Stand behind a line five feet from the wall. Start 
with a toss a t the wall, no limit to height of toss. 
Count the number of times that the ball is hit con-
secutively at the wall in flight, using either hand. 
3. Accuracy Test. 
a. Score out of ten tries. Stand anywhere on the court 
in back of the short line and toss the ball at the 
wall so it rebounds far enough for back wall shot. 
Count the number of returns that are made playing the 
shots off the back wall. Score any hit that remains 
"in court". 
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SKILLS TEST--SCORE SHEET 
Time Test 
Score/1 I'vi inute 
Ball Toss 
Ball Bounce 
Wall Toss 
Accuracy Test 
10 Tries 
Target Toss 
-= __ J-===-==-
' I 
7th Grade 
Score 
Time Test 
Score/1 Minute 
Air Hit 
Wall Hit 
Accuracy Test 
10 Tries 
Target Iiit 
Strong Side 
Target Hit 
Weak Side 
NAME. __________________ __ 
8th Grade 
Score 
Time Test 
Score/1 Minute 
Alternating 
Hand Hi ts 
Consecutive 
Volley--Either 
Or Both Hands 
Accuracy Test 
10 Tries 
Back iall Shots 
In Court 
9th Grade 
Score 
:JI 
'I 
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TEST FOR OFFICIALS 
Ninth Grade 
II 
I 1. The officials shall be a ____ and a 
-----· 
2. All officials for interclass games shall be appointed 
by the ___ _ 
-----· 
3. The _____ decides all questions pertaining to the 
ball; its 
------ and return, and when it is ___ or 
of the court. 
---
4. The referee judges and -------' and announces 
when a is made or when a is out. 
5. The decision of the referee shall be 
------· 
6. Any player who refuses to abide by the decision of the 
referee ------- the match. 
7. The scorer shall keep a record of the order of------· 
8. A record of the _____ as well as the points is kept by 
the scorer. 
9. All games are started by the 
-------
calling "------"· 
KEY 
1. Referee , scorer. 6. Forfeits. 
2. Physical Director. 7. Service. 
3. Referee, service, in, out. 8. Outs. 
4. Shorts, hinders, point, player. 9. Referee, "play". 
5. Final 
~==~~================================================~!l_~·=== 11 
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HISTORY OF ID..NDBALL * 
Handball originated in Ireland over a thousand years 
ago, and is considered one of the national games of that 
country. It was first played with a hard, hind~bound ball 
in an out-door flagstone court of four walls. Basically a 
game of hand hitting, it was likewise permissible to kick 
the ball on low shots, but this custom has been eliminated 
in the modern game. 
The game has spread to all countries and courts are now 
installed in most organizations which provide a program of 
indoor athletics, as well as many playgrounds and out-door 
recreation centers. The first American courts were built in 
Brooklyn, New York around 1884, and until the turn of the 
century, were all of the four wall type. The first single 
wall courts were developed in New York City around 1~00. 
Scientific play was developed in the early 1850's in 
Ireland, when various professional players originated meth-
ods of hitting the ball in low curves, twists and spins. The 
best known of the early professionals is William Baggs of 
Tiperrary, Ireland; he was followed in fame by John Lawlor, 
a countryman, and the first international professional match 
was played between ,Lawlor and Casey, the American champion. 
This match was won by Casey, and his continued success in 
this country and abroad won him the title "Father of Hand-
ball. 
*Encyclopedia Brittanica, 1951. Volume 11, Page 142. 
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Probably the greatest American players on record are 
Sam Atcheson of Memphis, Tennessee, and Joe Platek of 
Chicago. Platek won the singles title from 1935 to 1941. 
He lost in 1942 and returned to win again in 1943, and 
paired up with Bob Quinn of Chicago to win the doubles 
title in 1944. 
The peak of the game's popularity was reached in 1933 
when a national tournament was held for women, and Helen 
Gilligan, a high school student from Brooklyn won the title 
in New York. 
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